Did your company have

revenue of $9 million or more in 2011?*
And is it 51% or more locally owned?

DON’T MISS

the opportunity to get
your company listed!
in the

caribbeanbusiness.pr

It’s been such a tough year that some of the companies on last year’s list–companies that may
have experienced a drop in revenue in 2011–aren’t in a hurry to answer our questionnaire this year.
So if you received a questionnaire but haven’t responded, or meet the criteria but haven’t received the
questionnaire, here’s the opportunity for you, and more than 100,000 readers worldwide, to see
your company on Puerto Rico’s most prestigious list. Best of all in times like these… it’s FREE!

To receive a questionnaire, contact Francis López at 787-728-3000 ext. 3460 or via email:
francis@casiano.com. To see last year’s “TOP 400” list, visit cb.pr
*As of December 31, 2011 or the nearest Fiscal Year.
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uerto Rico is well on its way to
become a leading actor in major
motion pictures. The island has already portrayed Brazil, Cuba, Vietnam and other countries in Hollywood films. Enticed by aggressive
local film incentives, studios from
abroad have come to set up production, shooting locally and injecting more than $80 million into the
economy over the past four years and
providing thousands of much-needed
jobs.

Previously, two major laws impacted the island’s film industry:
Law 27, which repealed a 1999 law
to broaden film incentives, and Law
121 of 2001, which created the Cinematography Fund to promote local
productions. In 1999, the government enacted Law 362 to create incentives to attract local and foreign
investors in an effort to help create
film infrastructure and projects. At
first, the law was controversial because it did little to help boost local
film production and mostly benefited the television series “The Dream
Team,” which after taking advantage

of the incentives, left unpaid debts
on the island.
Over a period of 10 years, the incentives yielded an estimated $481
million in economic activity, according to a legislative report. An average
of $48 million annually was a far cry
from the potential $100 million annual investment from movies shot
in Puerto Rico that some industry
insiders thought possible. With that
in mind, Law 362 was repealed and
substituted by Law 27 in 2011, broadening the existing incentives as part
of an effort to put the island at the
forefront of other U.S. jurisdictions

S P E C I A L

the book, if you will, to look something up, because we already have
the experience,” Pérez Bras said.
“Still, we would work side by side
with a country’s engineers or other
professionals so there is a transfer of knowledge after the work is
completed.” 䡲

Continued from previous page

such as Connecticut, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan and New
Mexico, which are trying to develop
their respective film industries.
The new law, amended recently to
broaden tax credits, provides incentives to make music videos, commercials and video games. It also helps
create film-industry development
zones to promote the construction
of large-scale studios and the infrastructure needed to attract productions from around the globe.
“The new law improves the current
incentives to increase the number
Continues on next page

The company also asked Unipro
to convert a facility in Alverca,
Portugal, from bar soap to liquidsoap manufacturing, and the firm
was also tapped for jobs in the
continental U.S., Mexico and other
countries. With its pursuit of new
challenges abroad, Unipro will find
its services are well sought after,
especially with the prospects created through the Central American
& Dominican Republic Free Trade
Agreement (Cafta-D.R.). The agreement tears down tariffs and other
barriers to trade between the U.S.
and other countries in the region to
create a healthier commercial exchange. Pérez Bras explained that
while these countries may have good

F E A T U R E
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Unipro

When Gov. Fortuño signed a new film incentives law in March 2011,
the message went out across the world that Puerto Rico
was out to become a serious player in the global film industry

eval@caribbeanbusiness.pr
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Unipro Partners Guillermo Pérez, Ph.D., PE; Jorge L. Figueroa, PE;
Managing Partner Carlos R. Pérez Bras, PE; and José C. Mangual, PE

architects and engineers, they may
not know or be well-versed in the
stringent and thorough construction

and development codes followed in
the U.S.
“Basically, we don’t have to go to

“Basically, we don’t
have to go to the book,
if you will, to look
something up, because
we already have the
experience.”
—Carlos R. Pérez Bras, professional
engineer, Unipro partner & director
of the company’s civil & structural
engineering division

S P E C I A L

F E A T U R E
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Universidad Politécnica de P.R. debuts new, innovative offerings
BY CB STAFF

U

niversidad Politécnica de Puerto Rico (UPPR)
once again is in step with the demands of
education, including new teaching approaches
and varied methodologies, and providing a new
academic distance-education offering for engineers and land surveyors. The master’s degree in
engineering management (MEM) is a graduate
program that will be offered completely online.
“Universidad Politécnica is an institution committed to innovation and technology, and has
adapted its educational offerings to benefit students who want a different and faster way to exchange information and acquire knowledge to
become masters of their learning process,” said
Heyda Delgado, director of the UPPR Distance
Education Center. “The student manages his or her
time, and learning modules provide sequential and
accessible content any time, anywhere.”
The MEM program prepares engineers to manage complex technological organizations in the
service and manufacturing industries. It is an interdisciplinary program that incorporates the latest developments in management and technology
theory and practices. The program design develops
the knowledge, abilities and judgments to become
a successful manager and entrepreneur.
“Because of their academic background, engineers are highly technical individuals whose professional growth eventually leads them to positions
of supervision and leadership,” said Dr. Miriam
Pabón, dean of UPPR’s graduate school. “The engineering management program is an MBA for
engineers who want to develop their soft skills,
such as leadership, communication and negotiation, which are so important for engineers in managerial positions.”
According to data from the Bureau of Labor

Dr. Miriam Pabón, dean of the UPPR graduate
school, and Prof. Raúl Matos Flores (center),
pictured with Puerto Rico’s first master’s degree class
in Geospatial Science and Technology.

Statistics of the U.S. Labor Department, a Puerto
Rico engineer who holds a managerial position
can aspire to an average annual salary of $97,000
and receives compensation that is 47% higher than
their peers in other positions.
In addition, the UPPR graduate school began the
fall season with Puerto Rico’s first master’s-degree
class in geospatial science & technology (GST).
This class consists of students Luis Daumont
Gracía, Carlos Gutiérrez Acevedo, Iván Hernández Juliá, Gil Marie López, Ángel Marrero Arce,
Héctor Marrero González, Itzel Santiago Alverio,
Fernando Santiago Rosario and Waskar Alvarado
Ramos, under the direction of Prof. Raúl Matos
Flores.
“Our professionals and students have accepted
the challenge of pursuing their master’s degree in
the novel field of geospatial science & technology,” said Ernesto Vázquez Barquet, president
of UPPR. “I wish them much success in this new
stage of their professional careers, and I thank
them for having chosen Universidad Politécnica
as the educational institution from which they will
take their careers to the next level.”

The master’s degree in GST is the newest of
UPPR’s graduate offerings, which was successfully launched during the 2012 graduate school
open house in June. The program consists of 36
credits divided into blocks of core courses: advanced, applications and a final research project.
The applications may include environmental, urban or business aspects. This offering recently received certification from the Puerto Rico Council
on Education, making UPPR the first educational
institution to offer this program in Puerto Rico and
the Caribbean.
GST refers to the science and technology used
for the localization, visualization, measurement
and analysis of the characteristics or phenomena
that occur on the surface of the Earth. GST includes three different technologies related to the
cartography of these characteristics, which are
geographic information systems (GIS), remote
sensing and global navigation satellite systems
(GNSS).
“According to the U.S. Labor Department,
around 80% of all decisions in the public and
private sectors are related in some way to a geospatial phenomenon,” explained Prof. Matos.
“The development of knowledge in this field is
vital for various tasks in society.”
U.S. Labor Department data also states this field
is one of the 10-fastest-growing industries, along
with nanotechnology, biotechnology and others.
The public sector is the main source of employment, but in recent years the private sector has
also begun to adopt this technology. Data from the
Geospatial Information & Technology Association suggests, due to the broad and diverse uses of
geospatial technology, that the market is growing
at a yearly rate of almost 35%. The commercial
subsection of the market, on the other hand, is
expanding at a rate of 100% each year. 䡲

Unipro is engineering its success with off-island opportunities
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

A

fter more than 30 years in the business, Unipro, the local multidisciplinary engineering
firm, is going on the offensive to pursue projects
off-island, said Carlos Raúl Pérez Bras, professional engineer, Unipro partner and director of
the company’s civil & structural engineering
division.
“Throughout our history, we’ve already had experience in projects outside Puerto Rico, projects
we didn’t pursue but obtained through clients who
heard about our work,” Pérez Bras said. “At this
stage, we will not only accept those opportunities

that come looking for us, but will go ahead and
search for them as part of our ability to adapt
and diversify.”
Pérez Bras was one of Unipro’s original founders in 1980. The firm developed from an already
existing engineering company, Interprofessional
Service Group, which was founded by local engineering pioneer Víctor García in the 1930s. At
that time the firm was the first local multidisciplinary engineering company on the island.
While Unipro benefited from the boom in corporations that set up shop or expanded in Puerto
Rico under Section 936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, the phase-out of this code in the late

2000s didn’t catch Unipro by surprise, because
by then the firm had developed its solid and effective strategy of diversification. Not only did
the company acquire opportunities in the local
and private sectors, but some opportunities also
led to historical work outside Puerto Rico.
“Around six years after we started, ColgatePalmolive asked us to set up a liquid-soap manufacturing operation in Guayama,” Pérez Bras
said. “Not only did we do this, but the quality of
our work was such that the company made our
design a world standard for its operations.”
Continues on next page
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of film projects produced in Puerto
Rico,” said José Ramón Pérez-Riera,
Economic Development & Commerce Department secretary. “With
the approval of the new law, we will
bring the industry to the next level,
improving our competitiveness with
a new incentives structure for the
production of film projects.”
The incentives, in place since
March 2011, have resulted in about
30 productions coming to the island,
generating some $80 million in investment, Gov. Luis Fortuño said.
Recent examples include television
episodes for Showtime’s “The Big
C” and the movie “Runner, Runner” with Ben Affleck and Justin
Timberlake.
“Our target is to have at least 30
films [including documentaries, commercials and feature films] produced
annually in Puerto Rico,” Mariella
Pérez, Puerto Rico Film Commission (PRFC) executive director, told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS. “We are
hoping to surpass $100 million invested annually.”
The goal is realistic. Puerto Rico’s
incentives, local production talent
and diverse locations are drawing
the attention of filmmakers. “Fast
Five,” filmed over the spring and
summer of 2010, included scenes
that were shot at the Teodoro Moscoso Bridge; through the streets of
downtown Hato Rey, San Juan’s
banking district; and ones using the
mountains as their backdrop to help
recreate Brazil.
Currently filming at sites around
the island, “Runner, Runner” is expected to pump $35 million into the
local economy.
Leading industry publication Variety has trumpeted Puerto Rico’s
varied settings, noting the island has
stood in for Iraq, Vietnam, Spain,
Brazil, Cuba and various other “farflung places” as filmmakers increasingly look to the island for its diverse
scenery and talented local crews.
“For the first time, we will establish
a system of tax decrees very similar
to what we have with the industrial
and manufacturing sector,” Secretary
Pérez-Riera said. “Under the new
film law, tax credits are evaluated
and approved in an expedited manner; it is one of our main competitive
advantages.”

INCENTIVES GALORE

Top and bottom: Local production crews working on the set of
“Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides,” helped convert
the backdrop of El Morro (inset, opposite page) into Cádiz, Spain.

“Our target is to have at least 30 films
[including documentaries, commercials
and feature films] produced annually in
Puerto Rico. We are hoping to surpass
$100 million invested annually.”
—Mariella Pérez, executive director of
Puerto Rico Film Commission (PRFC)

Building upon the success of “Fast
Five,” which featured Puerto Rico
prominently after filming here in
2010, Fortuño signed a new cinema-incentives law in March 2011
to take Puerto Rico’s developing
film industry to the next level and
use the movie’s success to advertise
the island as a filming destination.
Entertainment-industry icons Jennifer López and Marc Anthony, who
were reportedly looking to build a
top-notch studio on the island, attended the bill-signing ceremony.
“Fast Five” benefited from the old
incentives law; it brought $28 million into the local economy. The
film also employed 236 technicians,
13,145 extras and generated 16,824
hotel-room nights, according to the
PRFC.
The new film incentives, which
were amended in July, provide a 40%
tax credit during production on payments to local companies and individuals. The incentives also provide
a 20% production tax credit on all
payments made to nonresident talent
“above the line,” or prior to filmmaking, including producers, directors,
writers and actors. The minimum
investment required to qualify for
the tax credit is $100,000 for a film
project and $50,000 for a short film.
The new law also provides a 25% tax
credit for the development of film
studios, laboratories, facilities for the
international transmission of television images or other media and related infrastructure, after a minimum
investment of $5 million.
Eligible projects can qualify for
preferential rates or exemptions
that include fixed income-tax rates
of 4% to 10%; 100% exemption on
dividend taxes; 90% exemption from
municipal and state property taxes;
and 100% exemption from municipal license taxes and excise taxes,
according to the PRFC.
Since the law’s enactment, the island has had several large film projects such as Showtime’s “The Big
C,” which brought in $3 million; a
remake of “Treasure Island,” fetching $5 million; as well as the television series “The River,” producing
about $7 million. “Treasure Island”
is said to have begun filming under
the old law, but was allowed to resubmit its application to benefit from
the new one.
Continues on page 16
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afterthought. Proponents, who suggest touting Puerto Rico as a film
location, point to Hawaii’s success
in promoting that state’s value as a
diverse movie set.
In an interview with CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS, talent scout Gordon
said it was too early to measure the
impact of the incentives.

“Runner, Runner” is currently
shooting in Puerto Rico and is expected to add $35 million to the local economy. There have also been
several commercials shot locally,
yielding about $1 million.
PRFC’s Pérez expects four more
big projects before the year ends,
but couldn’t reveal their titles due to
confidentiality clauses. Nevertheless,
film-industry sources believe one of
the projects may generate about $7
million in revenue.

WHAT ABOUT JOBS FOR
LOCAL PROFESSIONALS?

PROMOTIONS ARE KEY
Puerto Rico has received a lot of
media attention from the major films
shot locally, and there is word the
PRFC isn’t alone in helping attract
the production of films in Puerto
Rico over the past few years.
Some local professionals credit
Ellen S. Gordon, Ocarina Films
partner, for attracting the studios.
Gordon is apparently friends with the
producer of “Eastbound & Down,”
a television series that filmed here a
couple of years ago.
They also say John Singleton, producer of “Fast Five,” was familiar
with the incentives because he had
filmed “Illegal Tender” locally, in
2006. Disney filmed part of “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger
Tides” in the eastern region’s city of
Fajardo last year; and more recently,
the Disney Channel’s “Big Moves,”
was filmed on the island in 2003 and
2006.
In the U.S., the Louisiana film incentives enacted this year provide
a tax credit of 25% for locally shot
films and a 5% labor credit. There
are 12 major productions working
in the state this month. Chris Stelly,
executive director of Louisiana Entertainment, estimates that in 2011
alone nearly $200 million was generated. He said there are more than 150
applications filed to film in that state.
Besides aggressive promoting, the
state has invested in needed infrastructure, including new studios, to
help its film industry grow. Schools,
anticipating a film-industry boon in
that state, are now including drama
and theater courses. The goal of the
state is to be able to bring long-lasting job opportunities through the entire year so local actors and producers don’t have to move to California
or New York to work.
The Hawaii Film Commission,

Vin Diesel (top) takes a break in the
shooting of a chase scene, shot on
the Teodoro Moscoso bridge to
recreate Brazil in Fast Five.
That film brought $28 million
into the local economy.
Fast Five also employed
236 technicians, 13,145 extras
and generated
16,824 hotel-room nights,
according to the PRFC.

with incentives that are not as generous as Puerto Rico’s, says their idea
is to get viewers to relate the film to
the place where it was shot and get
the island’s name out there when the
picture is released.
As a prerequisite of the receiving
incentives, the films shot in Puerto
Rico must include a credit at the end
of the film that stipulates that the

movie was made possible through
funding provided by Act 27, known
as the Puerto Rico Film Industry
Economic Incentives Act. The credits must also state that the movie was
shot on location in Puerto Rico.
Some critics suggest that the “Shot
on location in Puerto Rico” credit
should have more prominence as the
credits roll, not just a mention as an

“Ours is a twofold mission, to promote Puerto Rico as a film destination and to boost the island’s economy by providing work for those in
the film industry in Puerto Rico,”
explained the PRFC’s Pérez. “When
you bring films to Puerto Rico, you
grow the economy by providing
jobs, not just in film, but in parallel
industries such as tourism, transportation, catering and restaurants.”
Local producer and director Juan
Esteban Suárez, who has been in the
industry for decades, and has worked
as assistant director in “The River,”
“The Men Who Stare at Goats,”
“Treasure Island,” “The Rum Diary,” and currently in “Runner, Runner” said: “I am a local producer and
director, but here I am an assistant
director.”
He says that working on films shot
here provides experience and helps
improve the skills of local professionals even if the job is for only for
“two or three months” of the year,
adding that when “Fast Five” filmed
in Puerto Rico, “they took some of
the technicians back with them.”
On the other hand, local actors are
often relegated to short lines of the
script or work as extras.
Leonardo Castro, a local actor featured on “The Argentine” and other
Hollywood films, said that most local actors are given one- or two-day
roles. On the positive side, if they
are able to obtain a role, they will
get paid according to the salaries established by the Screen Actors Guild
(SAG), which depending on the
amount of the film’s budget, could
range from $285 to $800 a day, or
$800 to $1,200 for a week. In that
regard, Castro, who was acclaimed
for his performance in the short film
“Man,” which was featured at Cine
Fiesta, suggested broadening the film
incentives further so Hollywood and
foreign filmmakers shooting here,
Continues on next page
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Linde provides versatile scaffolding for any location at any height
BY B.G. DOYLE

W

hen it comes to scaffolding products and
services, engineering strikes at the core of
what makes Linde a leader in the local market.
“Our technical services department is fully capable and readily available to serve your scaffolding
needs,” said Wilfredo Negrón, scaffolding division
manager at Linde Gas Puerto Rico Inc. “Linde
uses leading-edge technology to create tomorrow’s
solutions, which means that our customers can be
assured they will receive high-tech, state-of-the-art
designs complete with 3-D modeling if needed.”
He added that
because Linde understands that job
requirements vary
from customer to
customer, his division offers both
sales and rental of
scaffolding equipment to accommodate the needs of
any kind of project. This includes
the sale and rental
of Linde’s most
popular product lines such as Systems Scaffold,
sectional frames, tubes and clamps, suspended
products, and the QuikDeck suspended access
system. Linde is also the exclusive representative
of the prestigious Safway Services in Puerto Rico
and the Caribbean, with Safway Systems Scaffold more commonly known as tubular scaffolding.
“This is one of the most versatile of its kind in the
market and has been designed according to OSHA
(Occupational Safety & Health Administration)
standards to allow for complex scaffolding without
compromising safety,” said Negrón, who added
that it can be installed in any configuration required
by a given project, both within and outside a structure. He also said that it can be installed in much
less time than other brands and with fewer people.
This in turn makes it much more economical.
Serving mechanical, electrical and civil contractors,
Linde will provide highly trained installation experts
to set up the scaffolding, especially in difficult areas
such as confined spaces, hanging scaffolding and
sensitive spots. Customers can also be assured that
Linde will oversee the management of the labor, as
well as the scaffold inventory and safety/training
process across all markets. “Whether it’s a scaffold
for a pharmaceutical operation, commercial facility,
powerplant or a special event, we will be there to
direct your scaffold process from rental and delivery
to assembly and disassembly,” Negrón said. 䡲
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CIAPR convention to highlight ‘Creating solutions of excellence’ theme:
Event will focus on infrastructure, transportation, energy, manufacturing
BY ALEXANDER LÓPEZ

T

he Engineers & Land Surveyors Association (CIAPR by its
Spanish initials) will be hosting Expo
Convention CIAPR 2012 from today
to Aug. 26 at the Ritz-Carlton hotel
in Isla Verde, Carolina. The theme
of the event, “Creating solutions of
excellence,” is to focus on evaluating
proposals and solutions, and holding
forums on infrastructure, transportation, energy, environment and manufacturing under the current economic
environment in Puerto Rico.
The events will be held in four

simultaneous technical and professional modules: energy, environment,
manufacturing, and infrastructure &
transportation. The modules will run
today and Aug. 24, from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. During today’s lunch, the
Emerging Leaders of CIAPR awards
will be conferred to a select group of
members for their outstanding professional accomplishment and effective
collaboration with the organization.
At 1:30 p.m. Aug. 24, the candidates
for governor of Puerto Rico will each
have 15 minutes to present their proposals in the areas of infrastructure &
transportation, energy, environment

and manufacturing for the development of Puerto Rico. Subsequently,
there will be a question-and-answer
period for the candidates.
The first module will focus on infrastructure & transportation. The
first course will provide an overview
of scour analysis for existing bridges, where case studies of bridges in
Puerto Rico will be presented. The
instructors, Wilma Yunes and Cyn-

“I invite our
membership to
share and celebrate
at our Annual Expo
Convention and
Assembly. I hope this
event will be of great
benefit, learning and
fraternization for all
as we move forward
‘United for the same
purpose’.”
—Ángel L. González Carrasquillo,
president of CIAPR

thia Skogsberg, participated in the
field reconnaissance and analyses,
from planning to report submittal.
A discussion on the planning, design, construction and preservation
of bridges will follow.
The next sessions will discuss the
development and zoning plans for
the 11 island regions comprising the
master land-use plan, called “The
Plan for the Urban and Uniform
Transformation of Puerto Rico,” or
TUPLAN, followed by a conference
on the design of tsunami-resistant
structures led by Rafael Jiménez, of
the CIAPR earthquake commission.
The day concludes with an evaluation of alternatives for the expansion
of the Urban Train.
Friday’s session begins with an
analysis of geographic information

systems and mobile application in viability studies for infrastructure and
transportation projects. After that, attendees will delve into a look at the
present and future of the development of infrastructure for collective
transportation systems.
The second module, which runs
concurrently, analyzes energy, beginning with the land surveyor’s role on
wind farms and other renewable energy projects. It will be followed by
a presentation by Prepa (Puerto Rico
Electric Power Authority) Board
President José Ortiz, on strategies for
the reduction of energy costs.
On Friday, the day begins with a
look at the Santa Isabel Wind Farm,
which pioneered wind-energy projects on the island. Consultant Armando Alejandro will then offer a
presentation on technologies that
save energy in air-conditioning &
refrigeration systems.
The third module will explore environmental issues, such as the environmental impact of septic tanks.
Other topics will include the new permit requirements for movement of
more than one acre of soil and Puerto
Rico’s first waste-to-energy (WTE)
resource-recovery facility with an
estimated private-sector investment
of $500 million that will set the standard for renewable- and sustainableenergy projects on the island.
The exhibitor areas will be accessible so attendees may enjoy the activities, products and services offered
throughout the event. The technical
and professional events conclude
Aug. 25 at 8:30 a.m. with the 24th
CIAPR Annual Assembly.
The fourth module will combine
infrastructure, environment, and
manufacturing topics. It will cover
energy savings in water-pump systems, and how to reinvent oneself
during times of economic crisis.
“I hope this event will be of great
benefit, learning and fraternization
for all as we move forward ‘United for the same purpose’,” said
CIAPR President Ángel L. González
Carrasquillo. 
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are motivated to hire local talent in
important roles. “You can’t force
them to do so, but you can certainly
give them incentives to hire local talent,” he said.
Carlos López, an accountant and
actor who was featured in “The Rum
Diary,” is working as an extra in
“Runner, Runner.” “As an extra, you
get paid $125 because you are not
covered by SAG. The people who
are really benefiting from the films
coming here are the technicians,” he
said.
Luis Torres, head of Agencia de
Talentos Luis Torres in Mayagüez,
said his agency has provided talent
for all types of productions, including most recently Disney’s “Big
Moves” and “La Granja,” a local
production. Talent agencies obtained, on average, 20% of what is
paid to actors they represent. Torres
told CARIBBEAN BUSINESS that
the producers of “Runner, Runner”
had hired a local casting director to
audition actors here, using talent
provided by local casting agencies.
However, “all of a sudden,” they dismissed the official after everything
had been done, opting instead to hire
another casting agency from outside
Puerto Rico, Marinella Casting,
which did an open casting.
Puerto Rico as Puerto Rico in Showtime’s acclaimed television series “The
“[Marinella] did [its] own casting,
Big C.” Cast from the show Gabourey Sidibe (top left) and Gabriel Basson on
disregarding local talent agencies,
location at El Conquistador Resort in Fajardo.
and we were left out,” he said. Yet
Torres said his industry has high expectations that this year at least two
more high-budget movies will come PRFC. “From a panoramic stand- industry, the PRFC’s Pérez sees a big
to Puerto Rico. “We are waiting,” point, this law is geared toward at- challenge presented by a small fixed
tracting foreign capital, but leaves budget and lukewarm audience suphe said.
the government’s commitment to port. The Cinematography Fund, enpromote and develop our own cine- abled by Law 122 of 2001, remains
A BOOM FOR THE
matography on the back burner,” said at $3.3 million annually. “Naturally,
LOCAL FILM INDUSTRY?
Puerto Rico began its film industry Jacobo Morales, renowned director you have a fixed number of films that
in 1912 with the movie “Un drama of “Lo que le pasó a Santiago,” the you can back,” she explained. “The
en Puerto Rico.” However, 100 years only Puerto Rican production ever previous administration financed
later, filmmakers still have to deal nominated for an Academy Award four films in four years. During this
administration we have backed 12
with obstacles to a flourishing film for Best Foreign Language Film.
Luis Ruiz, president of Pimienta films in three years.”
industry. While they praise the 2011
Pérez sees local films affected negfilm incentives, they note that the Films, which has produced widely
PRFC needs more funding to sup- seen local movies such as horror atively by poor performance at the
port the local industry while it at- flick “The Caller,” said the tools are box office, which in turn impedes
there, but the PRFC hasn’t been very local producers’ ability to deliver a
tracts outside studios.
Professionals from the tight-knit successful. “The government does return on the investment. “If the govlocal film industry have said that have a public policy in support of ernment gives you $100,000, that’s
while there is no doubt the incen- the local film industry; the problem $100,000 without a return on investtives have brought revenue and jobs is that it isn’t being executed by the ment,” Pérez added. “Because those
films do not have audience support,
into the local economy, they haven’t [PRFC],” Ruiz said.
Regarding the perceived lack of you do not have the necessary inmanaged to jumpstart the industry
as required by the charter law of the government support for the local film come. In Puerto Rico, people do not

go to see the local films in theaters.
So, it isn’t that the government isn’t
backing the films; it’s that the people
are not backing the locally produced
movies. So we are making movies
that nobody goes to see.”
Because of the lukewarm ticket
sales for local films, the PRFC is focusing on helping local filmmakers
and talent by drawing the big-budget
films that have been coming to the
island in recent months. The PRFC
sees public funding as an additional
measure of support.

FOR THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE
The 2001 film fund continues to
provide up to 80% of a film’s budget—up to $1.2 million.
There are other ways to access the
fund, including a 60/40 formula. If
the local filmmaker has 60% of the
money for a project, the fund provides 40%. Local filmmakers also
have the help of Ibermedia, a Latin
American fund. The PRFC also has
funding for small films. The Labor
& Human Resources Department
provides help in the form of salary
payments.
The PRFC’s board approves funding with the aid of a consulting
board. The PRFC Board comprises
Commerce Secretary Pérez-Riera;
Treasury Department Secretary Juan
Carlos Méndez; Adriana Ramírez;
Marilyn Cruz; WIPR-TV Board Director Ralphie Pagán; and privatesector members John Regis Jr., Fast
Food Management chief executive;
and attorney Delfina Betancourt.

HIGH ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Commonwealth Comptroller reports show that some of the film
fund’s budget is needed to pay administrative expenditures, as well
as advertising and salaries at the
agency. For instance, in 2010, money from the fund was used to pay
about $132,000 in contracts for legal
services; $71,000 to pay the PRFC
executive producer; and close to
$66,000 paid out to the Puerto Rico
Industrial Development Co. for administrative consulting.
Three loans were listed for the past
year: $635,000 for Demented The
Movie LLC, $537,000 for Pasadena
Films and $500,000 for Broche de
Oro LLC. Funding was also granted
for public relations and advertising
to La Granja.
Continues on page 19
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ENGINEERS AND
LAND SURVEYORS

Film-industry incentives at a glance
requirement per project ($50,000
for short films)
• No principal photography requirements (full or partial development, preproduction and postproduction may qualify). If 50%
or more of principal photography
is shot on the island, development
payments to Puerto Rico resident
companies, individuals and nonresidents above the line may qualify.
• No per project or individual
wage caps
• No cap on credits for payments
The Puerto Rico Economic to nonresidents above the line. PayDevelopment & Commerce ments made to nonresidents above
the line are subject to a 20% withDepartment secretary
holding over their Puerto Ricooffers the following credits sourced income.
and benefits to qualifying
• The annual cap on credits for
payments to Puerto Rico resident
film projects:
companies and individuals is $50
million (which may be expanded up
PRODUCTION TAX CREDITS
• 40% production tax credit on all to $350 million if incurred partially
payments to Puerto Rico resident in a Film Development Zone).
companies and individuals
• 20% production tax credit on all
payments to nonresidents “above
the line,” an accounting term used
in film production to denote expenditures that occur prior to filming,
including producers, directors, writers and casting talent

PREFERENTIAL TAX TREATMENT
Those engaged in qualifying
film projects are eligible for the
following preferential tax rates or
exemptions:
• Fixed income-tax rate of 4% to
10%
• 100% exemption on dividend
taxes
• 90% exemption from municipal
and state taxes on property

REQUIREMENTS
• Qualifying film projects are:
feature films, short films, documentaries, television programs,
TV-series in episodes, mini-series,
music videos, national and international commercials, video games,
recorded live performances, and
original sound-track recordings and
dubbing
• $100,000 minimum spending

INFRASTRUCTURE INCENTIVES
• 25% tax credit on development
or expansion costs of studios, laboratories, postproduction, animation and special-effects facilities,
transmission facilities, and related
infrastructure

• Minimum investment of $1 million per project
• Maximum aggregate annual cap
of $10 million and lifetime cap of
$150 million for all infrastructure
credits. Such credits shall only be
available when a project is completed and ready for use, and may
be carried forward only if the corresponding project is in operation
pursuant to the terms of its grant.

equal to or greater than $50 million
(including their suppliers), are eligible for the following preferential
tax rates or exemptions:
• Fixed income-tax rate of 4% to
10%
• 100% exemption on dividend
taxes
• 90% exemption from municipal
and state taxes on property
• 100% exemption from municipal
license taxes, excise taxes and other
municipal taxes

FILM DEVELOPMENT ZONES
To further incentivize the development of high-capacity production studios, the Puerto Rico Economic Development & Commerce
Department may designate certain
geographic areas as Film Development Zones. Qualifying media
projects incurring a portion of their
expenses in such zones shall also be
eligible for expanded annual credit
caps on all payments to Puerto Rico
resident companies and individuals
beyond the initial $50 million of: (a)
$50 million; (b) an additional $150
million, if investment in the studio
located within such zone exceeds
$200 million; and (c) a further $100
PREFERENTIAL TAX TREATMENT million if the caps described above
Those engaged in qualifying infra- are reached for two consecutive
structure projects as well as opera- years. 䡲
tors of studios and other purposebuilt media facilities with a budget Source: Puerto Rico Film Commission
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CONVENTION

CIAPR president’s message
2012 Expo Convention & Annual Assembly

T

he CIAPR 2012 Expo Convention will be
held Aug. 23-26 at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in
the Isla Verde sector of Carolina. “Creating Solutions of Excellence” is the theme of this year’s
event, which features proposals, solutions and
forums on infrastructure, transportation, energy, environment and manufacturing as tools for
Puerto Rico’s development in today’s economic
environment.
In technical and professional terms, the event
will offer four sessions of concurrent forums on
Energy, Environment, Manufacture and Infrastructure on Aug. 23, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
and Aug. 24, from 8:30 a.m. to noon. The forums
are followed by the presentation of Puerto Rico’s
gubernatorial candidates in the afternoon. The
CIAPR Emerging Leaders awards ceremony will
be held during the luncheon Aug. 23. Awards will
be presented to a select group of young members

for their outstanding professional
endeavors and valuable collaboration with our association.
On Aug. 24, starting at 1:30 p.m.,
each gubernatorial candidate will
have a 15-minute period to share
his proposals for Puerto Rico’s
development in terms of infrastructure, transportation, energy,
environment and manufacture. A
question-and-answer session will
follow their presentations.
Access to the exhibitors’
area will also be available so
convention participants may
enjoy the activities, products
and services offered throughout
the event.
The 24th CIAPR Annual

Ángel L. González Carrasquillo,
engineer & CIAPR
president

Assembly will be held Saturday, Aug. 25, beginning at 8:30
a.m., as the finale to our technical and professional activities.
We will hold different social
and family-oriented activities that will allow our members and friends to mingle
and enjoy themselves in a fun
environment.
I urge you to attend and be
part of our 2012 Expo Convention & Annual Assembly.
I hope this event will be a
valuable opportunity for all of
us to learn and mingle, allowing us to forge ahead toward a
progress-filled future “united
through a same goal.” 䡲
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Ballester Hermanos celebrates Wine & Spirits Sales Show 2012
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

F

rom those who just want a good
bottle to share with friends, to
those who have made a passion out
of the quest for that special wine,
Puerto Rico has a solid and growing
army of oenophiles (in other words,
wine fans).
“For Concha y Toro, Puerto Rico
is the most important market within
the Caribbean,” said Loreto Ruiz,
fine-wine executive & oenologist at
Viña Concha y Toro, during her stay
in Puerto Rico for the Ballester Hermanos (BHI) Wine & Spirits Sales
Show celebrated last weekend. “Ever
since I’ve been coming to Puerto
Rico, I’ve been amazed at the great
amount of people that are wine lovers, people who truly love and enjoy
a good wine.”
Ruiz represents the fine-wine division of Concha y Toro, which
harvests grapes that come from a

particular location in Chile, be it a
region, a valley in a region, a specific
vineyard or even a specific section of
a vineyard.
Concha y Toro took the opportunity of BHI’s Wine & Spirits show
to present Puerto Rico a classical,
well-known line of wines, Marqués
de Casa Concha.
Legendary local distributor
Ballester Hermanos Inc. (BHI) held
its Wine & Spirits show at the Puerto
Rico Convention Center in San Juan.
As part of the activities at the event,
BHI highlighted its roster of clients
and suppliers, BHI’s trump card.
Founded in 1914 by Francisco and
Miguel Ballester Ripol in Ponce, BHI
has been a leader in the local distribution industry by acquiring and
developing leading brands, and by
keeping the company’s market presence alive, dynamic and growing.
According to the CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS 2012 Book of Lists,

Loreto Ruiz, fine-wine executive &
oenologist at Viña Concha y Toro

among companies in Puerto Rico,
BHI is the 23rd-largest locally
owned, 17th-largest family owned
and one of the 100 fastest-growing.
“The Wine & Spirits Sales Show
2012 is our presentation card, where
people can appreciate firsthand the
impressive array of products and
services we offer,” said Alejandro
Ballester, president of BHI. “It is also

our opportunity to present new consumption tendencies in the industry
and provide specialized consulting to
restaurants, hotel cafeterias and other
related businesses.”
During the event, participants enjoyed a diverse array of activities
such as wine seminars, interactive
presentations with a chef and sommelier, blind tasting of wine and dark
spirits, bartender flair & cocktails
competition, and a special event held
at the Sheraton Hotel’s pool area.
Along with Concha y Toro, BHI’s
Wine & Spirits featured other top
names from the world of wine, such
as Bodegas Valduero and Bodegas
Mauro.
“For 98 years, we at BHI have
characterized ourselves for following the innovative route, creating a
unique brand that gives priority to
service and the product portfolio,
which are leaders in their respective
categories,” Ballester said. 

Barreto & Vélez delivers global value to its customers
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

T

hrough direct contact, implementation of best practices, understanding the source of client’s
needs and exercising the company’s
expertise, the Barreto & Vélez (BV)
consulting firm delivers value to its
clients around the world.
“Our methodology ties together
client support, operations and value,
delivered into just one collaborative
platform, which allows our team,
and clients regardless of their location, to execute the projects effectively and efficiently,” said Carlos
Javier Barreto, CPA & global managing partner of BV. “We achieve
this through our three main lines of
service: assurance, risk & control,
and consulting.”
Through its assurance line, BV
concentrates on its clients’ security
by delivering internal audit solutions, special investigations, financial information validation, investment valuations and other specialties. Through risk & control, BV

Carlos Javier Barreto, CPA & global
managing partner of BV

helps clients achieve an effective,
controlled environment while identifying company risks and providing
immediate action-plan solutions that
mitigate their impact, which directly
improves the decision-making process. BV’s consulting services provide solutions to investors, boards
and administrators, which focus on
the maximization of asset management, return on investment, portfolio valuation and equity value, explained Barreto, who directs internal

financial, internal control and compliance audits as well as consulting
services such as due-diligence projects and corporate-governance and
audit committee designs.
With these and other top-quality services and solutions, BV has
served a myriad of clients for more
than 40 years in such industries as
manufacturing, services, agriculture, food & restaurants, airlines,
tourism & real estate, private funds,
nonprofits, government, energy &
industry, finance & insurance, retail, construction, and film & media
entertainment.
In 2004, BV Puerto Rico was established as the company’s central
corporate office and classified as a
management-consulting firm, providing local and international services. BV Puerto Rico also provides
oversight to the Dominican Republic branch, specializing in providing
advice and management consulting
for assets and portfolios as well as
assets under investment. Besides
Puerto Rico and the Dominican

Republic, BV serves clients in the
continental U.S. in New York, Miami and Hollywood (Calif.), as well
as Paris and the United Kingdom in
Europe.
“As an international managementconsulting firm, BV carefully selects
the team that conforms to our values
of leadership, honesty, justice and
respect,” said Barreto, who has more
than 17 years’ experience in public accounting firms and extensive
background in finance, assurance,
consulting and accounting. “As a
result of our selection process, the
firm has a multidisciplinary team
with a diversified and interesting
background, and vast experience in
most industries and locations.”
BV’s roster of professionals consists of certified public accountants,
economists, industrial engineers,
communications experts and publicists, human-resource managers,
internal auditors, international businesspeople, certified informationsystem specialists, financial specialists and many others. 

Once a film project receives part
of the funding, producers are given
time to obtain the remaining financing from other sources. Local filmmaker Suárez, for example, received
some $700,000 for a film project, but
has until September to obtain the
$800,000 more he needs to finance
his film. He said that, right now,
he is devoting his days to “Runner,
Runner,” and hasn’t been able to
dedicate time to getting the rest of
the money. For his film, he is trying
several ways to cut costs, including
relying on in-kind services, integrating products to the film, convincing
technicians to lower their fees and
filming in locations free of charge.
“It is the process of the poor person,”
he said. Most producers also seek
to do co-productions to find funding
for their films. “For instance, Spain
puts $600,000 and I put $200,000 in
in-kind service,” he said.

TOUGH DISTRIBUTION
Local producers must negotiate directly with movie theaters to have a
finished product shown in theaters.
Others present their work in festivals
before releasing them locally.
“My suggestion, and my hope, is
to be able to create an organism that
can help distribute films. It does not
exist. You make a movie and, from
then on, you have to market it. The
[PRFC] should help with that,” director Morales said.
Some local producers have been
able to get distributors to show their
films in Latin America and Spain.
“The Caller,” was able to get a distributor, but most local filmmakers
are not that lucky.
Local films are played on a limited
release, meaning they aren’t shown
at all the theaters on the island, unlike with big-budget productions.
Carlos Madera, marketing coordinator for Caribbean Cinemas, says
his company has always been willing
to work with local producers to feature their films. “The 60% formula is
standard, but we help in other ways.
We give them free promotion within
our advertising. We try to lend them
a hand,” he said.
He noted that the company lent a
theater so moviegoers could see “Mi
santa mirada,” the short feature that
appeared at the Cannes Film Festival. “Four hundred people showed
up in three runs,” he said. Caribbean

Major studios have the infrastructure
to distribute and market films. “It is
risky because [independent films]
are competing with the six global
studios. In Puerto Rico, it depends
on the film, but there is generally no
demand for that product.” he said.

ALTERNATE TAKES

“The more local film talent is exposed
to big-budget films that otherwise
would not be done here, the more
creativity is stimulated, for one,
and a reference is given to look up to.
The idea here is that a rising
tide floats all boats.”
—Mariella Pérez, executive director of PRFC

Cinemas also hosts all of the cinema
festivals organized by the PRFC.
On the island’s quality of films,
Madera said that “generally speaking, the product is good. They are
geared for different audiences, some
are true stories, like ‘America,’ others are comedies and others are political.” He said that if a film is strongly
promoted, the public will see it. In
Puerto Rico, “word of mouth” is important. “Under My Nails,” a local
film directed by Ari Manuel, has already gone to festivals and garnered
awards. In that regard, Madera said
he expects the film to do well when
it opens locally in October.
Some 38,000 people saw “America,” and more than 100,000 watched
“Que joyita,” a local comedy that
played in theaters for eight weeks.
The average time a local film is in
theaters is two weeks. The average
number of theaters a local film uses
is 10.
Madera said independent film-

makers in Puerto Rico use some of
the funding from the PRFC to do
gala premieres, showings to the media or a presentation of the actors at
the theaters to be able to promote
it. For instance, the actors from the
local movie “Mi verano con Amanda,” visited the audience in different
theaters. Independent films also use
social-networking media as a tool to
promote films.
Local filmmakers need a distribution chain so the film can be watched
by audiences in other markets such
as the Dominican Republic, Madera added. The market for most local
films is Puerto Rico, making it difficult for producers to get a return on
gain for what they invested.
Mike Moraskie, a film buyer for
Caribbean Cinemas, said Puerto Rican cinema is considered independent, which is riskier than the films
produced by Hollywood studios.
Independent films also have less
demand regardless of the market.

Another factor affecting the revenue of local films is their format.
Madera said if a local movie is in
film format, it can be shown in several theaters at the same time, something that does not happen when a
movie is made digitally in DVD or
Blu-ray format. Some producers
transferred their films from digital
form to 35-millimeter, but the process is very costly and isn’t carried
out in Puerto Rico. “When the films
are in digital format, we try to get the
biggest theaters,” he said.
Madera explained that while local films are not played in all of
the company’s theaters, Caribbean
Cinemas tries to release them in
theaters where the most people can
go see them. Some local films are
introduced in 10 local theaters and
end up in 19. The company has also
shown local films in its theaters in
the Dominican Republic, the last one
being “Élite”; and in their theaters in
Trinidad-Tobago. “We fully support
the local product,” Moraskie said.
Local
film
producers,
CARIBBEAN BUSIINESS has
learned, have plans to create a “film
cluster” to help local professionals
distribute their product. On the other
hand, Morales said he and other film
professionals plan on putting out a
report on the state of the local film
industry in upcoming weeks.
More recently, the PRFC announced that Film Production Capital LLC, a financing firm based on
the mainland U.S., is opening an office on the island to use its contacts
and knowledge to help local producers find money for their films.
The collective quest of local filmmakers to find more funding is a
crusade understood by the PRFC’s
Pérez, who put it like this: “The more
local film talent is exposed to bigbudget films that otherwise would
not be done here, the more creativity is stimulated, for one, and a reference is given to look up to. The
idea here is that a rising tide floats
all boats.” 
See Editorial on page 18

